'Minari' Actor Yuh-Jung Youn Gives Oscars Speech
Mr. Brad Pitt finally! Nice to meet you. Where were you while
we were filming in Tulsa? I’m very honored to meet you.
As you know, I'm from Korea and actually my name is Yuh
Jung Youn and most of European people call me Yuh Jung
and some of them call me Yu Jung but tonight, you are all
forgiven.
I cannot believe that I'm here. Just okay, let me pull myself together. Okay.
Thank you for the .. tremendous thanks to the Academy members that who
vote for me and that’s the speech okay they usually say “okay thank you for
the …”.
Wonderful Minari family. Stephen, Isa, Allen, Ye-Ri and Noel, Allen, we
became a family and most of all, overall Lee Isaac Chung, without him I
couldn't be here tonight. He was our captain and my director. So, thanks to
you. Too many thanks to you.
And I'd like to thank to … well. See I don't believe in competition. How can
I win? Glenn Close? Win over Glenn Close? I've been watching her so
many performances. So, this is just all the nominees, five nominees, we are
the winner for the different movie, different. We played the different role, so
we cannot compete each other.
Tonight, I’m here is just I have just a little bit luck, I think. Maybe I'm luckier
than you. And also maybe it's a American hospitality for the Korean actor.
I'm not sure but anyway thank you so much.
And I'd like to thanks to my two boys who made me go out and work. So
beloved son all I know. this is the result because mommy worked so hard.
And I'd like to dedicate this award for my first director, Kim Gyeong who
was very genius director that I made a movie together with him. First
movie. I think he will be very happy if he is still alive. Thank you very much.
Tremendous thank you for the everybody.
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As you know, I'm from Korea and actually my name is Yuh
Jung Youn and most Europeans call me, Yuh Jung and
some call me Yu Jung but tonight, you are all forgiven.
I cannot believe that I'm here. Okay, let me pull myself
together. Okay.
Thank you for the .. A huge thanks to the Academy members that voted for
me and that’s the speech they usually say “okay thank you for the …”.
Wonderful Minari family. Stephen, Isa, Allen, Ye-Ri and Noel, Allen, we
became a family. And most of all, Lee Isaac Chung, without him I wouldn't
be here tonight. He was our captain and my director. So, thanks to you. So
many thanks to you.
And I'd like to thank … well. See, I don't believe in competition. How can I
win? Glenn Close? Win over Glenn Close? I've been watching so many of
her performances. So, this is just for all the nominees, five nominees, we
are winners for each different movie. We played a different role, so we
cannot compete against each other.
Tonight, I’m here because I had a little bit luck, I think. Maybe I'm luckier
than you. And also maybe it's a American hospitality for Korean actors.
I'm not sure but anyway thank you so much.
And I'd like to thank my two boys who made me go out and work. So
beloved sons, all I know is that this is the result because mommy worked
so hard.
And I'd like to dedicate this award to my first director, Kim Gyeong who was
a genius director who I made a movie together with. First movie. I think he
would be very happy if he were still alive. Thank you very much.
A huge thank you to everybody.

